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The purpose of this document is to provide a complete walkthrough and instruction manual 

for understanding how the OneGauge system works, how to purchase and configure your 

setup, and how to install your setup. We recommend starting at the beginning and reading 

through the document, but you can skip sections that are unrelated to your installation if 

needed. For videos detailing many of these steps, please see our YouTube channel at 

https://bit.ly/3h1U9qj.  

 

 

 

 

  

WARNING: ONEGAUGE IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ACCIDENT, INJURY, PROPERTY DAMAGE, OR DEATH 

CAUSED BY THE MISUSE OR MALFUNCTIONING OF ANY EQUIPMENT INSTALLED BY THE USER. ONEGAUGE IS 

ALSO NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGE TO A VEHICLE OR PERSON THAT RESULTS FROM THE FAILURE OR 

MISUSE OF ANY PRODUCT SOLD BY ONEGAUGE.  

It is the user’s responsibility to ensure a safe and responsible installation. The battery should always be 

disconnected before performing any electrical work or maintenance. A fire extinguisher should be readily 

available during installation and OneGauge STRONGLY recommends carrying a fire extinguisher at all times in any 

vehicle.  

mailto:INFO@THEONEGAUGE.COM
https://bit.ly/3h1U9qj
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OneGauge Warranty, Liability, and other Legal Disclaimers 

ALL SALES FINAL. Please contact OneGauge with any questions BEFORE purchase to ensure your expectations are met. Please note that 

this is a DIY product; some assembly, customization, brain power, and creativity may be required! Components may be loose and require 

custom enclosures for mounting. If this is a concern, please request a product photo prior to purchase.  

  

-Check your order. If it's not listed on the receipt or invoice, it won't be included with the purchase. 

-We don't guarantee build or delivery times, but provide the best estimate we can of when you'll get your product. If this is an issue, contact us 

BEFORE ordering. Rush orders will incur additional fees. 

-Read the instructions before buying. They are all listed on TheOneGauge.com/FAQs. Pay special attention to the tachometer instructions as the 

customer is responsible for finding the best tachometer solution for their vehicle. We do not accept returns on tachometer products if the wrong 

product was selected. 

-Ask relevant questions before purchase; check that screens will fit appropriately, sensors are compatible with your system, etc. Education is the 

customer's responsibility and we do our best to be clear about what the product is and how it works, but we can't answer a question that's 

never asked. We can always provide answers if you email us at info@theonegauge.com. 

-Product Warranty: Warranty provided for 90 days on all OneGauge components (but we treat our customers like we'd want to be treated- if it's our 

fault, we'll work with you on an appropriate solution). Warranty does not cover damage due to improper installation or misuse of the product. Except 

for sensors, customers will be required to return the failed part to OneGauge, who will reimburse the cost of shipping and replace the part if the 

failure did not occur due to customer misuse, improper installation, or other user error. Should a sensor fail, the customer may be required to return 

the sensor to its manufacturer or drop off at a shipping site. OneGauge DOES NOT warranty “Standard” Pressure sensors, only heavy duty sensors. 

Warranty only covers sensor function; sensors that give unexpected readings due to unexpected vehicle or engine characteristics (though the sensor 

functions properly) do not provide grounds to return a sensor or the system itself. In addition, OneGauge does not warranty products against 

unpredictable function due to noise introduced by electrical components in the vehicle. It is the users’ responsibility to eliminate electrical noise from 

their system or isolate the OneGauge setup to ensure proper function. 

-OneGauge is not responsible for defects in products sold by partner vendors as part of a bundle or kit. This includes PiDash products, dash 

clusters or inserts sold by various vendors, or other products that are not manufactured by OneGauge. Customers will be referred to the 

appropriate vendor if issues arise with one of these products.  

-Shipping policies: OneGauge is not responsible for product damaged in shipping. OneGauge insures all packages against damage, so parts damaged 

in shipping will be replaced within a reasonable amount of time, but shipping damage does not constitute the ability to return the product. 

-Delivery time in the United States is typically 3-4 days, international is 2-4 weeks. OneGauge will provide a tracking number upon shipment when 

requested. 

-For Domestic US orders, if an order is not delivered within 14 days of shipment (30 days international), OneGauge will initiate an inquiry with the 

shipping provider. If after 30 days from shipment (60 days international) the postal service has not found or delivered the package, an insurance 

claim must be fulfilled. The insurance claim can then be used to open a new OneGauge order which will be subject to standard lead times. 

-OneGauge is not responsible for packages after they are remitted to the postal service. Please note any loss or damage that occurs in shipping so an 

insurance claim can be filed and this can be used to order a new OneGauge product. If the customer prefers a different shipping method they can 

request a shipping change at their expense. 

-Product Support: We are more than happy to provide fast responses to support requests and any assistance that is required for troubleshooting. 

Please leave plenty of time for install before a major deadline, such as an event or trip, to ensure that adequate time is available to set up the system. 

We only do very limited troubleshooting by phone- due to the nature of our business we are only rarely available for phone calls, and after many 

different troubleshooting experiences have found that email is a much faster way for us to answer customer requests. Email allows us to respond 

quickly with any software updates required, and videos can often help us troubleshoot more quickly. If you would like to schedule a phone call, 

please email us and provide your phone number, the nature of your question, and when you are typically available for a call.  

-LCD screen fitment should be checked before ordering. OneGauge permits screen swaps if a screen doesn't fit if the customer pays shipping for the 

new screens as well as any difference between the prices of the screens, but a refund or credit will not be issued if a more expensive screen is 

swapped for a less expensive screen. LCD screens include a set of standard designs available on TheOneGauge.com/FAQs. Any customization of 

screen designs may be billed at an hourly rate as agreed upon by the customer and OneGauge.  

-4 to 6 feet of wiring (1.5-2m) is provided for all purchased sensors and screens. Wiring length is not guaranteed and subject to change. Wiring 

extensions available, please request a quote for pricing.  

-The OneGauge hub and LCD screen will be programmed according to the original sensors ordered. Any modifications to the code or screen design 

requested by the customer will incur customization fees at the discretion of OneGauge staff.  

-The customer is required to have access to a working PC computer running Windows for any Hub code updates or troubleshooting that may be 

required. For LCD screen purchases, the customer is additionally required to have a micro SD card and an way to transfer files to the SD card in the 

event an LCD screen refresh is required or requested. 
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Unboxing your OneGauge System 
 

When your setup arrives, there are likely a variety of components that have been included. A typical setup may look like 

the picture below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All sensors connect to the OneGauge hub. Direct connections to the vehicles ECU, in the form of a Can Bus, OBD-II or 

other connection are also made to the OneGauge hub. The hub combines the sensor data with any data from the ECU 

and sends them to your screen; either a Bluetooth device such as a phone or tablet, or a OneGauge LCD screen (or both 

at the same time).  

OneGauge LCD screens connect directly to the OneGauge hub using one or two connections on the rear of the hub.  If 

the user has purchased a PiDash system, this will connect to the USB port on the front of the hub.  For Bluetooth 

connections, please see the Phone/Tablet setup instructions in section 3.   

If you have ordered a large number of sensors, there may be a lot of wiring included. Find a clean open space and unroll 

the wiring, separating and labeling the sensors, if necessary, for easier installation. You can use the diagram on the next 

page to determine which sensors perform which functions (for example, a coolant temp sensor is installed in screw 

terminal A1).  Relays and other modules may also be attached located alongside the main OneGauge Hub. The large red 

and black wires are used for the main power for the system. See the Installation Instructions in section 2 for guidance on 

wiring.  
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SECTION 1: GETTING TO KNOW YOUR ONEGAUGE HUB 
There are 50+ screw terminals and plugs available on every OneGauge Hub that allow the user to add and remove 

sensors at features at will. Each screw terminal is programmed to work with a specific sensor as explained in Appendix 

A. The image below shows the names of each of the terminals, and the descriptions in this section illustrate how to use 

these features. For a detailed chart/table of screw terminal assignments, see Appendix B. If your setup looks different 

from this, see Appendix J at the end of these instructions for terminal diagrams for older OneGauge setups.  

For detailed installation instructions by sensor type, see the Sensors and Sensor Installation section below.  
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PRE-BUILT KIT VERSION OF THE ONEGAUGE HUB 

The Pre-Built version of our Hub uses fewer screw terminals and is smaller than the full version. All terminal functions 

match those listed for the full version but some terminals are not present.  

GROUND 

12V POWER IN 

GROUND 

5V 

GROUND 

12V POWER OUT 

A1 – COOLANT 

A2 – OIL 

A3 – TRANSMSN 

A4 – FUEL LEVEL 

A5 – UNUSED 

A6 – UNUSED 

B1 – VAC/BOOST 

B2 – FUEL PRESS 

B3 – OIL PRESS 

B4 – UNUSED 

C1 – VOLTAGE2 

C2 – VOLTAGE3  

INDICATOR 1 

INDICATOR 2 

INDICATOR 3 

LEFT TURN SGNL 

RIGHT TURN SGNL 

GROUND 

5V 

RPM INPUT 

DIG TEMP 1 (D1) 

SER TX 

SER RX 

SER3 TX 

SER3 RX 

5V 

GROUND 

5V 

GROUND 

SCREEN 1        SCREEN 2 
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A 

Analog Inputs (A1-A6): Temperature, Fuel Level, and Pressure 

• These inputs are used for analog sensor inputs.  

• A1, A2, and A3 are programmed specifically to work with Autometer 2258/2259 temperature sensors. A1 is 

coolant temperature, A2 is oil temperature, and A3 provides transmission temperature readings.  

• These are one-wire sensors that ground through the threads, so please ensure that no thread tape is used when 

installing the sensor.  

• Screw terminal A4 is used as the fuel level input.  

o To read your vehicle’s fuel level, your vehicle should have an in-tank sender or float that changes 

resistance as fuel level changes. These senders typically have two wires. One should be grounded, and 

the other attached to the assigned Fuel Level terminal. Please ensure that the vehicle is not also sending 

voltage through any of these wires. The Fuel sender should be connected only to the OneGauge and not 

to the vehicle except to ground.  

o The OneGauge hub can be calibrated to any fuel sender’s resistance range. If you purchased a Standard 

LCD touchscreen from OneGauge you can program the resistance yourself through the setup menu 

(touch in the top left corner of the screen). Otherwise, please provide the resistance of the sender at full 

and empty when you purchase your unit so it can be programmed appropriately, or contact OneGauge 

to receive a code update with the correct resistances pre-programmed.  

• Screw terminal A5 is used a second fuel level input and the instructions are the same as above.  

• Screw terminal A6 is used as an analog oil pressure input (Standard Motor Products PS60T). OneGauge typically 

does not recommend these sensors, so by default digital oil pressure sensors are recommended and used as the 

Oil Pressure reading on standard OneGauge screens.  

Digital Inputs (B1-B7): Pressure and Air/Fuel Ratio 

• These inputs are designed for 0-5v pressure sensor signals or Air/Fuel ratio signals.  

• Port B1 is designed for use with a 3-Bar, GM Style MAP sensor that provides pressure readings up to 30 PSI as 

well as vacuum readings.  

• Ports B2, B3, and B4 are programmed for use with 100 PSI digital pressure sensors. Port B2 is designated Fuel 

Pressure, B3 Oil Pressure, and B4 Additional Pressure 1.  

• Port B5 is programmed for use with a 200 PSI digital sensor and is designed Additional Pressure 2.  

• Ports B6 and B7 provide AFR and AFR2 readings, respectively. These are programmed to work with the output of 

a Spartan Oxygen Sensor by default, but we support any AFR controller with a 0-5v analog output. Please see 

installation notes in the “Sensor and Sensor Installation section” below for critical information about 

powering your Oxygen Sensor and Controller.  

• These ports can be configured by request for a huge variety of pressure sensors, so please inform us when 

ordering if this is required.  

• Digital sensors typically require 5v power; numerous 5v power and Ground (-) screw terminals are provided on 

the Hub to power these sensors.  

Voltage Inputs (C1-C2) 

• Battery voltage is measured automatically by the OneGauge hub from the main power connection. The voltage 

reading on screen provides this reading.  

• Additional voltage inputs are provided by C1 and C2 if required. These are designed to measure up to 25 volts.  

Digital Temperature Sensors (D1-D4) 

• These terminals are set up to read DS18B20 sensors, a commonly available and very accurate digital sensor. This 

type of sensor is typically available in probe-style, unthreaded varieties, but we offer threaded options as well.  
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• D1 is ambient air temp, D2 intake temp, D3 vent or cab temp, and D4 a digital coolant temp or additional temp 

option. 

• Like digital pressure sensors, these require 5v power and Ground (-), so the terminals on the Hub can be used for 

this purpose.  

Serial RX/TX Ports 

• Not typically used -  instructions will be provided by OneGauge if these are to be used.  

RPM Terminals 

• These two screw terminals offer tachometer, speedometer, or other rotational speed measurement inputs.  

• RPM1 is the primary tachometer input screw terminal. Use this for a standard tachometer reading.  

• RPM2 provides an input for a pulse-based electronic speedometer or an additional driveshaft or other speed 

reading. Please reach out to OneGauge to ensure the unit is programmed according to your needs.  

• Tachometer installation is detailed in Appendix C. It is the customer’s responsibility to find a tachometer 

solution that is appropriate for their vehicle.  

• These two terminals are voltage protected and typically require 7+ volts to trigger a signal. OneGauge offers a 

variety of tachometer options to work with any engine, so please see the Tachometer Instructions for more 

information.  

Indicator Terminals (I1-I5) 

• These terminals provide inputs for 12-15v signals that can illuminate on screen indicators.  

• I1, I2, and I3 are used as 12v indicator inputs. You can customize what light comes on when each is triggered by 

using the setup menu on the OneGauge LCD screen (see Appendix D and the Indicator setup screen for 

instructions).  

• I4 is set as the left turn signal indicator and I5 as the right turn signal indicator.  

o Some vehicles have lower voltage turn signals that may delay triggering the turn signals on the screen if 

voltage is too low. In this case, you can move the left turn signal wire to terminal C1 and the right turn 

signal wire to terminal C2. Use the Other Settings menu (see Appendix D for instructions) to change 

“Turn Signal In” from 0 to 1 and your turn signals should be more responsive.  

Optional Add-On Modules: 

• Additional Input module: provides 8 additional inputs for indicators. See indicator numbers below. Indicators 1, 

2 and 3 are found on the main circuit board diagram above. Dakota Digital GSS-3000 gear selector inputs are 

marked in green.  
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SECTION 2: INSTALLING THE HUB 
BEFORE BEGINNING, THE INSTALLER MUST: 

• Disconnect the battery to and ensure that the engine is off and is in no danger of engaging. Set the 

parking brake for safety and use wheel chocks to prevent any movement of the vehicle.  

• Always have a fire extinguisher close by in case of fire. OneGauge always recommends that a fire 

extinguisher be stored in the vehicle. 

MATERIALS AND TOOLS REQUIRED FOR INSTALLATION:   

Screwdrivers (small Phillips and standard) 

Wire cutting/stripping tools 

Electrical Tape 

Soldering or crimping tools 

Teflon pipe fitting tape (suggested for threaded digital sensors) 

The following materials are required for any troubleshooting and are not provided by OneGauge. 

Failure to obtain these materials will render OneGauge unable to provide troubleshooting assistance 

and therefore unable to process a return or warranty redemption. Buyer will be responsible for shipping 

costs of returning any products to OneGauge for troubleshooting or diagnosis.  

Personal Computer (PC) running Windows 7 or later 

Micro SD card and Micro SD card reader (for LCD screen troubleshooting) 

Multimeter with Voltage and Resistance capabilities 

 

Powering the Hub 

• Installing the OneGauge hub is relatively straightforward. Really, all that must be done is connect the unit to 

12-15v power and ground and mount the hub as you like.  

Please allow ample time for installation and troubleshooting! 

We frequently get ‘emergency’ contact from customers who have decided to install the system just before a major 

event or trip. Due to the number of different parts in the systems, in additional to the desire to customize the 

setup or screen, we strongly suggest giving your self as much time as possible to work through any install questions 

before a deadline. Rushed installs usually result in shortcuts or cut-corners that causes problems and frustration.   
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• NEVER power the hub without the main ground connection. When installed, connections to analog 

sensors or you fuel level sensor can act as grounds if the main ground connection is not properly installed. If 

this occurs, the main computer will be damaged and require replacement. Please ensure that the unit is 

properly grounded before powering and periodically check the ground connection to make sure it is good.  

• Wires should never send voltage to the OneGauge hub unless the hub is powered on. I voltage is 

supplied to any terminal on the hub, the OneGauge needs to be powered on, otherwise damage to the hub 

is likely to occur.  

• It is recommended to install both a fuse and switch in the positive wire that provides power to any 

OneGauge component. A fuse will protect against fire in case of a short or other electrical issue and will also 

protect OneGauge components from being damaged. Typically, a 5 amp fuse is more than adequate. If 

oxygen sensors are added to the same circuit, or you are running multiple screens as part of an Enhanced 

LCD display setup, a 10-amp fuse may be more suitable.  

• Before installing power wiring, ensure that the vehicle is off, battery disconnected, and that all other sensors 

are property installed and wired. Loose or improper connections can damage or destroy the OneGauge and 

may permanently damage the OneGauge hub, sensors, or screens.  

• Two wires ensure that power is supplied to the OneGauge hub. The red wire should be attached to the 

positive side of the battery or a relay or switch connected to the positive post. The black wire is ground and 

is ideally attached to the negative post of the battery but could also be grounded to the frame or engine 

block. We recommend wiring these up after all sensors have been connected.  

• It is recommended to always run power from the battery and not from another source, such as directly from 

the alternator. The battery acts as a filter from the system and removes many of the potentially destructive 

electrical variations that can occur when a vehicle is running. Check all your connections throughout your 

vehicle, as loose connections have caused power issues in vehicles in the past.  

• Your main vehicle’s voltage is measured from this connection, so no additional wiring is required.  

• Note that if you have indicator wires or any other sensor that is powered by the vehicle also installed on the 

OneGauge hub, then power from these wires can inadvertently power the OneGauge system as well. This 

should be avoided since damage to your screen and the Hub are likely to occur in this situation. If this is the 

case for your installation, it is recommended to ensure that the Hub is powered on anytime the vehicle is on 

as well.  

• If you are removing your stock instrument cluster, ensure that there are no vital wires that require power 

or ground that are eliminated when the OneGauge is installed. A good example is an alternator exciter wire; 

many vehicles require a 12v signal to the alternator that often comes through the ignition or instrument 

cluster. Removing your cluster may prevent your alternator from charging in this case, so provisions need to 

be made to provide 12v to the exciter wire. It is the customer’s or installer’s responsibility to understand 

and prepare for any effects of modifications to their vehicle prior to installation.  
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Please Note: During starting, the starter often draws considerable power from the battery and may 

not leave enough voltage for correct OneGauge operation. It is recommended that the OneGauge hub 

be powered on by switch AFTER the vehicle is running and not during starting.  

• Many vehicles offer “hot while starting” wires to power critical functions, like a fuel pump, during 

starting. Look for one of these wires first and see if you can find enough power to keep the 

OneGauge setup powered during engine cranking.  

 

Mounting the Hub 

• We recommend fully testing your entire setup before permanently mounting the Hub. If your mounting 

location prevents easy access to the USB port of the OneGauge hub, it can be helpful to run a USB cable for 

easy access in the future in case an update is required to change sensors or make other modifications.  

• Mounting direction (which way the unit faces) also doesn’t matter unless you have an accelerometer 

installed. The hub can be mounted upside down, on its side, etc., but since the accelerometer has fixed axes 

the programming of the unit would need to be adjusted if the hub is mounted in a way other than that 

specified by OneGauge (See Appendix D). The accelerometer can be calibrated using the setup menu of a 

Standard LCD touchscreen purchased from OneGauge or can be calibrated when purchased if you specify 

the mounting method.  

• If your hub will be mounted in an area that it will be exposed to water, we recommend water-proofing the 

enclosure that you use. You can use waterproof enclosures and run waterproof connectors from the 

terminals to the outside of the box that connect to your sensors. Seal the hole you use for the wiring and 

you should have a waterproof enclosure! For recommendations on waterproofing your enclosure, see 

Appendix H.  
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Sensors and Sensor Installation 

Most users install additional sensors, even if they use an OBD-II or Standalone ECU setup, to add capabilities to their 

OneGauge setup. Below is a summary of the various sensors offered by OneGauge. For a full list, refer to Appendix 

A: Sensor List.  

 

Screw Terminal Sensors 

The sensors below use the screw terminals to provide connections from the Hub to your sensors.  

• Temperature Sensors are offered in multiple varieties: 

o Analog temperature sensors are OEM style automotive sensors available in multiple sizes. These are 

not as accurate as digital sensors but are durable and long-lasting. Rated for up to 225°F.  

o Digital temperature sensors come in two varieties- threaded an unthreaded. These sensors update 

quickly and provide accuracy to approximate one degree Celsius or two degrees Fahrenheit. Rated 

up to 250°F or higher.  

o High temperature sensors are available for temperatures above 225 degrees Fahrenheit. These are 

great for exhaust temperature sensors or cylinder head temperature measurement. OneGauge uses 

K-type thermocouple sensors that are widely available for automotive applications.  

▪ High Temperature sensors (k-type thermocouples) are particular in that you cannot add onto 

or modify the wiring for these without special wires. We recommend connecting the two 

bare wires of the thermocouple directly to the provided screw terminals as that will give you 

the best results. Attempting to add connectors or additional wiring to the length of these 

sensors without the proper wire will result in erroneous readings.  

• Pressure sensors: 

o Analog pressure sensors, like digital sensors, are not as accurate but very durable when compared to 

digital pressure sensors.  

o Digital sensors are available in a huge number of options for PSI ratings, sizes, etc. When selecting a 

digital pressure sensor, we recommend choosing the next pressure rating up from the maximum 

pressure you expect to see. For example, if you expect to see a maximum of 100 PSI, a 150 PSI sensor 

is recommended. Selecting a sensor with too high a PSI rating, however, will mean it is less precise 

than a sensor with a lower PSI rating.  

o Vacuum/Boost (or Manifold Air Pressure) sensors are also available to provide accurate vacuum or 

boost readings.  

• Fuel Sensors 

o Fuel level readings are included free with each OneGauge hub. Simply connect the fuel level sender 

wire to the appropriate terminal and either use the LCD screen to program the Hub for your fuel 

level resistances or request a program from OneGauge support.   

o Fuel flow sensors are available to determine the speed of fuel flow through the fuel lines, but these 

are typically programmed on an individual basis.  
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o Ethanol content and fuel temperature sensors are also in development for support by standard 

OneGauge setups.  

• Oxygen/AFR sensors 

o OneGauge supports a variety of oxygen sensors and controllers made by different manufacturers. A 

controller is required to regulate the temperature of the sensor and provide a 5-volt analog signal 

that can be deciphered by the OneGauge setup.  

• Tachometer 

o Tachometer options are available for gasoline and diesel setups. Please see Appendix C if you are 

considering a tachometer.  

 

Sensor Installation Overview:  

• Most OneGauge inputs are NOT designed to accept 12 volts, which will destroy the computer. Please 

check any wire going into the A-, B- or, D- screw terminals before installing to ensure that when the vehicle 

is on no voltage is being sent from the ECU through these wires.  

• Standard temperature and pressure sensors are installed in their factory location unless otherwise specified. 

It is the user’s responsibility to find any adapters that may be necessary prior to installation and follow the 

installation instructions as required by their vehicle’s owner’s or repair manual.  Many adapters can be 

purchased from Amazon, Ebay, and local big-box hardware stores or specialty hardware stores.  

o Please note: The OneGauge sensor and stock sensor cannot be shared; separate sensors must be 

installed for each system. Attempting to run both wires to the same sensor is likely to destroy the 

OneGauge hub, the vehicles instrument cluster or computer, or both and could cause a fire. DO NOT 

attempt to use a single sensor for more than one system. It is the user’s responsibility to find the 

ideal installation location for their engine and determine if additional ports are available for a 

OneGauge sensor.  

• Wire installation: After sensor is installed, used the supplied wire (if purchased from OneGauge), or run a wire 

to connect the sensor to the OneGauge hub. Do not attempt to install the wire before securing the sensor 

into its port; twisting the wire may damage it and cause sensor malfunctions. Refer to Appendix B for 

terminal assignments. Ensure that the wire is clear of any moving engine parts, such as fans, and that it will 

not be crushed or burned due to proximity to hot elements such as the exhaust manifold or radiator. Secure 

the wire with zip ties or other wiring management options to keep it in place.  

• The vacuum/boost sensor is unique in that it has a single barbed port. Please ensure that a vacuum hose is 

connected to this port that sees full manifold vacuum or boost.  

• To read your vehicle’s fuel level, your vehicle should have an in-take sender or float that changes resistance 

as fuel level changes. These senders typically have two wires. One should be grounded, and the other 

attached to the assigned Fuel Level terminal (A5 is standard). Please ensure that the vehicle is not also 

sending voltage through any of these wires. The Fuel sender should be connected only to the OneGauge 

and not to the vehicle except to ground.  
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• Oxygen (AFR) sensors:  

o Oxygen sensors install into a bung that must be welded onto your exhaust in an appropriate 

location, which depends on your vehicle and exhaust configuration. Please consult an exhaust 

specialist if you need this work done and are not confident doing it yourself.  

o The OneGauge oxygen sensor setup accepts analog (0-5 volts) from a variety of oxygen sensor 

controllers. It is necessary that the controller be powered independent of your OneGauge setup. 

The controller needs to be powered anytime the vehicle is running to regulate the oxygen 

sensor, while the OneGauge setup can be switched on off. To ensure that damage does not 

occur to your oxygen sensor, please ensure that the unit is always powered when the vehicle is 

running. 

o When your AFR/Oxygen sensor arrives it will likely only have a ground and signal connection. It is 

the user’s responsibility to provide power to the controller through the supplied wiring and 

ensure that the controller is ALWAYS on when the vehicle is running. Because the OneGauge 

maybe triggered on and off during running we recommend a separate, ‘always on’ connection. 

Please see provided instructions for the Oxygen Sensor/Controller that was included in your kit to 

reference wiring colors and recommendations from the manufacturer.  

• Each sensor has an assigned screw terminal number on the OneGauge Hub – see Appendix B. There are 

many screw terminals, so double and triple check the wiring before powering up the Hub for the first 

time. Installing a wire on the wrong terminal could damage or destroy a sensor and/or the Hub.  

 

Automatic Transmission Shifter Position Indicator 

• OneGauge currently uses the hardware from a Dakota Digital GSS3000 

unit that installs a small device on the transmission to read the position 

of the shifter lever in order to display a “PRNDL” reading on the dash. 

This is an option upgrade for those with automatic transmissions. 

• To physically install the hardware, please refer to the instructions 

provided by Dakota Digital.  

• The following steps are taken to calibrate the setup if you’re using an 

LCD Screen: 

o Navigate to the Transmission setup screen (Touch top left 

corner of any gauge screen, then ‘setup’ menu) and select Trans Position Setup. Touch ‘Turn On’ to 

enable this feature.  

o After the Dakota hardware has been installed (picture below) and the three wires are connected, the 

unit will provide a voltage reading that is displayed above “Auto Trans On”. The reading at the top left of 

the screen shows the current gear.  

o As you shift the lever through the various position you should see this voltage number change.  

o For each gear, put the transmission in that gear and allow the voltage reading to settle, then click ‘set’. 

Move the lever through each gear, pushing ‘set’ for each. For any gear that is not present on your 

transmission, leave it at ‘0’.  

o When you’re done, ensure that the gear reading is correct for each gear. If you have any trouble, please 

reach out to us at info@theonegauge.com! 

mailto:info@theonegauge.com
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• Customers using an android tablet or Pidash setup will need to measure the voltage on the input terminal (green 

wire) of their GSS3000 module to determine the voltage for each gear so it can be programmed manually.  

 

Module-Based Sensors 

Many of the main sensor readings are provided by modules that are mounted directly to the circuit board of the 

OneGauge hub.  

• The included GPS module provides speedometer, location, altitude, compass, and clock readings without any 

physical connection to the vehicle. It also provides calculated gauges such as like lap times, 1/4 mile and 1/8 

mile times, 0-60 times as well. When a fuel level wire is hooked up, options for mileage and efficiency 

calculations are also available. The only installation required for the GPS module is the placement of the 

attached antenna; this magnetic antenna should either be placed on the exterior of the car or on the front of 

the dashboard near the windshield. The better view of the sky the antenna has, the better (and faster) your 

signal will be.  

• An accelerometer can be used to provide vehicle roll and tilt readings for off-road use or g-force readings for 

racing and other applications. No installation necessary, but calibration may be required, which can be 

accomplished on the setup menu of our standard LCD touchscreens.  

• Data logging is available either through connected apps, such as Torque Pro, (if using a phone/tablet setup) 

or directly to an SD card. Please reach out to OneGauge for data logging setups using an SD card.  

• In our standard larger circuit boards, eight slots are available for the high-temperature sensor modules that 

allow the use of k-type thermocouple sensors.  

• Optional relays are available to turn on/off accessories like lights, fans, or other vehicle electronics. These 

relays can be toggled on and off through the RealDash app or by using a Standard OneGauge LCD screen.  

o There are three terminals on each relay (see below picture). Cut the wire 

providing power or ground for whatever you want to control. Put one 

side of the wire into Terminal 1, and the other side into either Terminal 2 

or 3. Terminal 2 will be automatically connected when you power the unit 

on, but will disconnect when you push the button on the screen. 

Plugging the second wire into terminal 2 will do the opposite. Unless 

wired separately, relays receive power on the same circuit as your OneGauge hub, so any accessories 

controlled by the relay will only turn on or off when the OneGauge is powered.  

• Various other sensors are available like ethanol content, proximity or parking sensors, security sensors, etc.  
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Getting OBD-II Data from Your Vehicle 

Using your vehicle’s ECU is likely the easiest way to start getting data for your OneGauge setup. We are currently 

offering two methods of connecting to your vehicle’s OBD-II port- a wired and a wireless option.  

• Wired or direct setups are significantly faster and recommended when supported by your vehicle. All 

vehicles made on or after 2008 in the United States will support a OneGauge wired OBD-II setup. Direct 

OBD-II connections require ISO15765-4 (CAN-BUS) in your vehicle. To check compatibility for older vehicles, 

use this website- http://www.auterraweb.com/aboutcan.html. This site has a list of pre-2008 US vehicles with 

CAN-BUS capability, but it is the customer’s responsibility to confirm this before purchase by checking 

the pins in the OBD-II connector - https://obdstation.com/obd2-protocols/. This setup includes an OBD-II 

cable that goes from the OneGauge Hub to your vehicle’s OBD-II port. Simply plug it in and the OneGauge 

setup will automatically connect and receive data.  

• Wireless setups are slower but compatible with any vehicle that has an OBD-II port (all vehicles 

manufactured in the United States starting in 1996 or later). This setup requires simply adding a second 

Bluetooth module to the OneGauge hub that is paired with a standard OBD-II reader. When you install the 

OBD-II reader in your vehicles OBD-II port, it will power up when the vehicle is turned on, automatically 

connect to the OneGauge Hub, and start sending data. The connection and initialization usually takes 

approximately 5-10 seconds after the unit is powered on before you will start to get gauge readings on your 

screen.  

There are a few things that can help your OBD-II setup go as smoothly as possible.  

• First, it’s important to determine which sensors you want to monitor on your vehicle. Your vehicle’s ECU 

likely monitors many different sensors, but not all of them will provide information you need.  

• One important note is that every vehicle provides different sensor readings. A few, like coolant temperature, 

speedometer, and RPM, are standard in every vehicle. In order to ensure that you have access to all the 

sensors and gauges that you need to view, it is smart to purchase an inexpensive (usually $20-$25) Bluetooth 

reader. Connect this to the Torque App and the Torque app will tell you which sensor readings are being 

provided by navigating to “Adapter Status” in the main menu then scrolling down to “Available Sensors” 

toward the bottom of the screen. Providing this PID list to OneGauge can help ensure that your setup is 

programmed to work with your car directly when it arrives. OneGauge typically charges for reprogramming 

http://www.auterraweb.com/aboutcan.html
https://obdstation.com/obd2-protocols/
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the Hub, so if multiple reprograms are required to determine which PIDs are supported by a vehicle then it 

can add unnecessary cost to your setup.  

• If you’re using our Standard LCDs, there is a menu that lets you see which sensors are reporting data to the 

OneGauge system, any errors that occur, and how quickly data is being transferred. For more information, 

please see Appendix D.  

• Please note that you cannot typically use two OBD-II devices at the same time, even if you have a cable that 

splits the OBD-II connection and provides two parts. Due to the call/response style of fetching OBD-II data, 

information would likely get mixed up between the two devices and cause errors.  
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CAN BUS and Standalone/Aftermarket ECU Connection (includes Holley, Fitech, etc.) 

A CAN BUS connection is one of the fastest and most effective ways for OneGauge to get data. CAN BUS offers two-

way communication to and from your engine computer. While CAN BUS is the method of communication, many 

manufacturer’s use a different ‘language’ of communication called the CAN BUS protocol.  

Many manufacturers release the CAN BUS protocol so that screens and accessories can work with their ECUs. Many 

also add the option to use computer software ware to program the ECU and add a custom CAN BUS protocol. Some 

manufacturers do not provide this information, however, so that you must purchase their own screens and 

accessories.  

If your ECU allows custom CAN BUS settings, OneGauge has a standard CAN BUS protocol that you can use to setup 

your connection yourself. Please refer to the OneGauge CAN BUS document available at TheOneGauge.com/FAQs 

for all of the details and settings you’ll need to setup up communication with your ECU.  

If your ECU does not allow custom CAN BUS setup but does provide the 

CAN BUS protocol, you will need to provide this protocol to OneGauge for 

custom programming. Depending on the complexity and time involved 

there may be an additional fee for custom programming your protocol. 

Please note that for custom programming, some testing by the user may be 

involved if OneGauge does not have access to your ECU.  

Once your protocol is programmed and you’ve received your OneGauge 

Hub, installation is very easy. Use the screw terminals on the module to 

connect the two CAN BUS communication wires- one labeled “H” for high 

and the other “L” for low. Follow the instructions for your ECU to enable and setup the CAN BUS communication as 

necessary and you should be ready to see your gauges! 

Fitech Installation: 

• OneGauge provides a small, “headphone style” splitter used to split the Fitech handheld’s connection to the 

Fitech ECU. There are two options for installing the splitter. The OneGauge hub needs to be grounded 

(black wire provided as one of the two main power wires) before the splitter is connected to the 

Fitech system. Only power on the Fitech, when connected to the OneGauge hub, when the hub is grounded 

or damage may occur.  

o All Fitech systems have two connections coming out of the ECU/throttle body. One is a two-pin 

power connection, the other is a headphone style female connector. Typically, the male end of the 

cable for that connects to the handheld plugs in here. To install the OneGauge splitter here, insert 

the male end of the OneGauge splitter provided (also called a y-cable) into the female jack on the 

Fitech ECU/Throttle body. One wire of the y-cable will go to the ‘Fitech’ terminal on the OneGauge 
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hub (see Section 1), and the other female port is used to provide a jack for the original Fitech 

handheld cable. See photos below.  

o The other option only works on older Fitech handhelds. Older handhelds also had a “headphone 

style” jack on the top of the handheld. Newer Fitech handhelds use a USB style (see pictures below) 

handheld connection. If you have an older handheld, you can use the splitter to split the signal where 

the cable comes from the Fitech ECU/throttle body in the same way as instructed above.  

  

New Style USB-C handheld Connection 

Old Style handheld connection  

and OneGauge Splitter 

Plugs Into 

Handheld 

To OneGauge 

From ECU 

From ECU 

Plugs Into 

Handheld or ECU 

female connector 

To OneGauge 

Plugs into Male 

end of Fitech 

Handheld cable 
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• Once the handheld is connected using the splitter you can begin getting data from the Fitech system. 

o There are currently two options for reading data from the Fitech setup. You can change these options on 

the Fitech Settings screen in the setup menu (see Appendix D).  

▪ Automatic mode communicates with the Fitech ECU automatically. It is recommended to have 

the handheld either unplugged or unused if this setting is used. This mode will often disable the 

use of the handheld since both units cannot communicate with the Fitech ECU at the same time.  

▪ Listen mode (“Fitech Comms” set to 2) requires the use of the handheld. After the Fitech system 

starts, push the main button one time to open the Dashboard menu and allow the Fitech 

handheld to start receiving data from the ECU. The handheld and the OneGauge dash will now 

both display data. It is important that only the “Dashboard” screen be used, however – other 

screens, tuning, and menus will likely send incorrect data to the OneGauge hub and give 

incorrect readings.  

o The user can also use the Fitech Settings menu to select between Standard Fitech ECUs and the Ultimate 

LS system, which has a different mode of communication.  

Holley Installation: 

• For OneGauge products purchased with Holley compatibility, a Y-cable is included that uses the same 

connectors as the Holley Can Bus connectors used to connect your handheld, laptop, or other device. This Y-

Cable has two female ends; one has been removed and two wires inserted that run to the OneGauge, and 

the other female end is open so that your default Holley device, such as your handheld, can continue to be 

used.  

o Please note that Holley has special instructions about the use of Y-Cables. Y-Cables are not intended 

for use when updating the system. Please see Holley instructions for details.  
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SECTION 3: SETTING UP YOUR SCREENS 

Phone and Tablet Setup and Installation 
Torque App Instructions 

• You must install the “Torque Pro” app on your Android device. This is usually a paid upgrade from Torque Lite, 

but Torque Lite (the free version) will not connect to OneGauge.  

• After installing the OneGauge Hub, check all connections before powering the unit. After the unit has been 

powered, the Bluetooth signal will be visible to your device. The name of the connection should be “ONEGAUGE” 

or “HC-05”. Then you will need to connect to the Hub using the password “1234”.  

• Once the Bluetooth connection is established you can open the Torque app. You’ll see a gear shape in the 

bottom-left corner. This is your “Main Setup Menu”. Click the gear, then click “Settings”. Under “OBD2 Adapter 

Settings”, make sure “Connection Type” is set to Bluetooth and select your Bluetooth signal under the “Select 

Bluetooth Device” menu.  

• You can also use the “Main Setup Menu” to setup a Vehicle Profile that will help the app perform horsepower, 

torque, and fuel calculations.  

• To see your gauges, open the “Realtime Information” screen on the Torque home screen. On this screen you can 

scroll left and right and see a variety of pre-set gauges. Press and hold to open a menu that will let you delete 

gauges that are already there and add new gauges.  

• To add OneGauge gauges, press and hold on an open spot and select “Add Display”. Choose the type of display 

you want, then the next screen is a list of all available sensor options.  

o Sensors that are bright green are receiving data. At the top of the list you should see about 30 or so 

OneGauge sensors (they all begin with a period and are listed first, such as “.Dig Temp”). You’ll be able to 

see the current reading of each sensor as you scroll through the list. See below for a list of standard 

sensor names.  

▪ Readings provided by your phone/tablet’s GPS or accelerometer are provided lower in the list of 

sensors, also in green.   

o Sensors that are dark green are active but not receiving data. They are in a “ready” state.  

o Sensors that are black are not receiving data. Since you are not using an OBD reader, all of the default 

vehicle OBD sensors will be black.  

o Press and hold on any gauge to edit it. Selecting “Display Configuration” will allow you to change the 

gauge’s size, location, minimum and maximum values, and high/low warnings. You can also experiment 

with the other menu options to continue to customize the look of your Torque dashboard.  

 

• Many people have requested information on how to have the Torque app automatically launch when the vehicle 

starts. We recommend the Tasker app for help in achieving this.  

o Tasker currently costs $3 and is available on the Google Play Store.  

o After installation, open Tasker.  

o Navigate to the “Tasks” tab and create a new task. Name the task, click the check mark, and you’ll be on 

the “Edit Task” screen. Click the “+” to add an element to the task. Select “App” from the list, and then 

“Launch app”. Your apps will load, then select the Torque app. Click the back arrow, and then the small 

“Play” triangle at the bottom of the screen. If it doesn’t launch Torque, start this step over. If it is 

successful, click the back button so you’re on the main Tasker menu.  

o On the main menu, select “Profiles” at the top. Use the “+” button to create a new Profile. Select “State” 

from the menu and then “Net”. Here you can choose what event actually opens the app. You’ll want to 

select “BT Connected”.  
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▪ In the name box, use the arrow shaped button and select “Bluetooth Status”. Under name, it 

should now read “%BLUE”. Then use the magnifying glass icon to select the name of the 

OneGauge Hub Bluetooth connection. In my case, it’s called “ONEGAUGE”. So now the Name line 

reads “%BLUE/ONEGAUGE”.  

▪ For the Address line, use the magnifying glass and select name of your OneGauge Hub Bluetooth 

connection. It will fill the Address line with numbers/letters in this format: XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX 

o That’s it. Close the Tasker app and test it by turning on the OneGauge Hub and connecting to the 

Bluetooth signal.  

• For this to work, the device must be powered on (but it can be in sleep or locked mode). One suggestion we 

make is to have the device automatically power on and off when it is plugged in or when the plug is removed. If 

your device stays in the vehicle and has power run to when the key is on, this is a good way to ‘auto start’ the 

device.  There are tutorials on the internet available for different devices, and since every device is different, we 

cannot provide instructions here.   

 

Torque Pro Sensor list – as they appear by default in Torque Pro: 

Screw 

Terminal 

Sensor Name Screw 

Terminal  

Sensor Name Screw 

Terminal 

Sensor Name 

A1 .CoolantTempA B1 .Vacuum/Boost F1 (RPM) .RPM 

A2 .OilTempA B2 .FuelPressureD D1 .DigTemp1 

A3 .TransTempA B3 .OilPressureD D2 .IntakeTemp 

A4 .FuelLevel B4 .DigPress1 D3 .DigTemp3 

A5 .FuelLevel2 B5 .DigPress2 D4 .DigTemp4 

A6 .OilPressureA B6 .AFR1 I1 .Ind1 

C1 .AddVoltage1 B7 .AFR2 I2 .Ind2 

C2 .AddVoltage2   I3 .Ind3 

      

      

 

• The “.Voltage” reading provides the default battery voltage based on the connection to the OneGauge 

power.  

• “.HiTemp” readings provide EGT readings for the EGT slots 1-8 on large circuit boards and 1-2 on small 

circuit boards.  

• If a OneGauge GPS is purchased, “.Altitude” and “.GPSSpeed” readings will be given.  

• If an accelerometer is installed, “.Xaccel” and “.Yaccel” will provide roll/tilt readings and “.Xgs” and “.Ygs” 

provide g-force readings.  
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Important Note: Once you have created your own dashboard and named your gauges, it is important 

that you do not enter the “Realtime Information” screen before the OneGauge has connected to the 

phone. If you do, your custom gauge names can be erased and replaced with the defaults from 

OneGauge. One option to avoid this is to notify OneGauge at the time of purchase that you will be 

changing the names of some and we can set your custom default name for each sensor. Please use 

the following procedure:  

• After starting the vehicle, turn on OneGauge before opening the Torque App.   

• Do not immediately open the “Realtime Information” screen.  

• There are four blue icons that appear at the top of the Torque home screen. The first indicates a 

GPS Connection, the second is shows the status of the Torque app, the third is your Bluetooth 

connection to the OneGauge, and the fourth is your vehicle profile (looks like a truck).  

o After opening the app, you need to wait until both the 3rd and 4th icons are solid blue before 

opening the “Realtime Information” screen. Opening the “Realtime Information” screen before 

the vehicle profile and Bluetooth connections are loaded will erase your custom gauge names.  

o A very easy way to tell when the “Realtime Information” screen is ready is the gauge in that 

appears on the home screen. When the gauge reads “Accel”, do not open the “Realtime 

Information” screen. Only after this gauge changes to “Revs” is the “Realtime Information” 

screen ready.  
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RealDash Setup and Instructions 

• Need a walkthrough video? Visit our Youtube Channel!  

• Please note: RealDash communication is disabled by default on OneGauge setups to allow them to 

run faster. If you plan to use RealDash please let us know so we can enable it for you! 

• Open a browser (Google Chrome or whatever internet browser is default on your device) and navigate 

to TheOneGauge.com/FAQS. You need to download the RealDash CAN Description File to your phone. 

It is in a folder called “OneGauge Code, Code update, and Settings Files” toward the top of the screen.  

o The RealDash can file is called “OG RealDash” followed by the version of the file. Download the 

newest file unless instructed by OneGauge.  

• Install the RealDash app on your Android device. The upgraded version unlocks abilities to datalog, but 

the upgrade is not required.   

• Touch the top of the screen to reveal the menu, and select “Garage”. You’ll see the animated car enter, 

click on the door, and then click on the dashboard. You’ll get a “Connections” menu. If this is your first 

time starting RealDash, it may take you to the Connections menu when the app is getting setup.  

• Choose “Adapters (CAN/LIN)”, then select “ReaDash Can”.  

• There are two options for connecting the OneGauge. You can use a “USB-C Printer Cable” to connect to 

the phone/tablet or you can use a wireless Bluetooth connection. 

o Most devices work well with the Bluetooth connection. Select “Bluetooth” connection, and the 

connect to your Bluetooth device, either “ONEGAUGE” or “HC-05” (for help with this step, see 

the Torque App instructions above).  

o If using the wired connection, select “Serial/USB” and then there is likely only one option to 

choose with a long filename. Select this option, then set the Baud Rate, which is 115200.  

• You’ll need to use the “Custom Channel Description” option and import the OneGauge Realdash XML 

file you downloaded from the FAQs portion of the website. Once you select the description file, hit 

done and navigate back to the main gauge screen.  

• OneGauge has configured the setup to work with the default and other purchasable/downloadable 

dashes on RealDash. Most customers do not choose to make custom dashes in RealDash due to the 

complexity, but rather to use or slightly modify the gauges available with the app.  

o To see more layouts/designs touch the top of the screen and go to ‘gallery’. There you can see 

Premium (paid) and free dashes available for download.  

• Buttons can also be found in the ECU Specific category, which are used to trigger relays if purchased. 

They are named “Button 1”, “Button 2”, etc., and they correspond to relay 1, relay 2, etc. installed with 

your OneGauge hub.  

o For a video on how to create and manipulate buttons in the RealDash app, please use the 

following link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O4qktnJsP3k 

• For information on making RealDash automatically start up when it connects to OneGauge, see the 

Tasker instructions in the Torque App Setup instructions above.  

• There are variety of default settings in RealDash that may need to be removed for the app to function 

properly and give correct readings on some sensors. In the main menu, click ‘Settings’, scroll to ‘Units 

and Values’, and use the arrow in the bottom right corner to go to page 2.  

o These input maps may change the way that RealDash reads sensors. We recommend deleting 

any Fuel Pressure, Oil Pressure, and other sensor readings in this list that you are using for your 

setup. You can also use this menu to set up indicator lights based on inputs from OneGauge.  

https://www.youtube.com/@TheOneGauge
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O4qktnJsP3k
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Standard OneGauge LCD Screen Setup and Installation 
 

OneGauge uses Nextion brand LCD touchscreens as our standard touchscreen LCD option. A standard OneGauge 

LCD Screen requires very little setup and offer many options to customize your OneGauge setup. For information on 

these settings and the various screens and menus available, see Appendix D.  

When you purchase your LCD screen from OneGauge it comes pre-programmed and ready to use. The instructions 

below are only for screens purchased independently from OneGauge. 

 

Nextion and Screen Purchasing and Setup 

Nextion screens are available from OneGauge pre-loaded with gauge designs and ready to install in your vehicle. 

However, they can be purchased directly from the manufacturer at www.iTead.cc, or on Amazon or Ebay for a 

marked-up price. There are multiple sizes and configurations offered, so please make sure you select the correct 

screen. OneGauge strongly recommends the Intelligent line of 7” and 10” screens with 

resistive touch capabilities. The Basic and Enhanced lines of screens require considerably 

more work when designing your gauge layouts. You will need to purchase a MicroSD 

card (the manufacturer recommends an SD card of 32 GB or less formatted as FAT32 ) to 

upload the gauge designs to the screens, which can be purchased from the OneGauge 

website or you can design your own using their software. 

 To upload your design, copy the file provided by OneGauge (ends in .tft) to the SD card 

using an SD card reader. Make sure it is the only file on the SD card and insert the MicroSD 

card into the small slot on the back of the screen with the screen powered off (it only goes 

in one way). When the screen is powered on, the upload begins automatically if there is an 

SD card inserted into the screen. When the upload is completed, power off the screen and 

remove the SD card, then power the screen back on.  

 

LCD Screen Installation 

These LCDs connect to the Hub using four wires- a 5-volt power wire, a ground wire, and two communication wires. 

When purchased from OneGauge, your screen will include a 4-wire connector that will connect the Nextion screen to 

the hub. Please note that the wire colors on this wire are not ‘standard’- the red wire of this connector 

Example of microSD card 

MicroSD card reader 

http://www.itead.cc/
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provides the ground, and the black wire provides 5v power. The small end of this wiring harness plugs into the 

left side of the screen (when facing you), and the larger end plugs into the port on the back side of the OneGauge 

hub.   

We strongly recommend fully testing your setup before permanently mounting your LCD screen. Occasionally 

programming changes are required that necessitates access to the microSD card on the back of the LCD screen. If 

this occurs, you will need to have access to this port to be able to update your screen’s software.  

Please note that an additional screen connector (with four short wires) and a small test chip are included by the LCD 

screen manufacturer. These are located under the screen in the box the screen arrives in. These two components are 

only used for testing or as spare wires and are not used for OneGauge installation.  

 

TunerStudio + Raspberry Pi (PiDash) LCD Screen Setup and Installation 

Setting up an Enhanced LCD screen is a somewhat complex process but we’ve tried to provide instructions to make 

it easy for anyone. If you prefer, you can purchase a ready-to-install kit from our partners at PiDash. Nick, who runs 

PiDash, can set you up with a variety of screen sizes and configurations, as well as housings and other ways to 

mount your setup. For step-by-step setup instructions, see Appendix F.  

PiDash installations are recommended for customers who are at least familiar or more experienced with computers 

and electronics. PiDash kits include additional components and circuit boards that will need to be mounted by the 

customer. This includes the PiDash computer itself and a bare circuit board that connects the PiDash computer to 

the screen. If a touchscreen setup is purchased, there is an additional circuit board to control this. Please reach out 

to OneGauge if you are at all concerned about the complexity or additional work required to mount a PiDash 

system before you purchase your OneGauge setup.  

OneGauge connects directly to the TunerStudio program that is typically run on a Raspberry Pi computer. Raspberry 

Pi provides a larger variety of screen options since it has HDMI, VGA, and other display ports.  It’s important to note 

that TunerStudio offers a vast array of features like tuning, tables, datalogging, mapping, and more for MegaSquirt 

and some other aftermarket ECUs, but OneGauge does not utilize these features. When connected to TunerStudio, 

OneGauge simply provides gauge data and does not use any of the tuning or other advanced features of the 

software. If you’re concerned about this, please reach out to us before purchase! 

One downside to Raspberry Pi the boot time; since TunerStudio requires an actual computer, boot time may be 20-

30 seconds or more. Nick at PiDash has reduced boot time to a minimum, which is about 15 seconds or less. One 

workaround for boot time is to use a relay to trigger the boot sequence when the vehicle is unlocked, for example, 

so that the dashboard is ready to go shortly after the vehicle is started. Once it starts up, your dashboard should 

automatically load and, after connecting to the OneGauge hub through the USB connection, your gauges will be 

displayed.  
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TunerStudio can be more easily customized, and there are tutorials and gauge designs on the internet that provide 

plenty of detail on how to build your own custom dashboard and design your own screens. Below are some tutorial 

links:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HjwnTELkgso 

http://tunerstudio.com/index.php/manuals/53-using-tunerstudio-dashboard-designer?format=pdf  

If you have trouble with the above link, click in the address bar and hit enter and it should load the page.  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/tunerstudiodashboards/ 

https://tunerstudiodashboards.com/ 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HjwnTELkgso
http://tunerstudio.com/index.php/manuals/53-using-tunerstudio-dashboard-designer?format=pdf
https://www.facebook.com/groups/tunerstudiodashboards/
https://tunerstudiodashboards.com/
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Sensor List 
It is important to understand that every manufacturer uses different electrical characteristics for each model of sensor 

that they produce. There is no ‘universal’ temperature sensor for coolant temperature, for example. This means that 

you can’t select just any temperature sensor, wire to the OneGauge, and expect to get correct readings. OneGauge can 

be programmed to read a specific set of sensors, which are listed below. By default, screw terminals a programmed to 

accept the specific sensors listed in Appendix B on the next page. However, by request of the customer, OneGauge can 

program terminals to accept sensors on list below. If your sensor does not appear on this list, please reach out to us to 

discuss programming a custom sensor.  

Temperature Sensors: Pressure Sensors:  Oxygen Sensor/Controllers: 

SMP TS58 All 0-5v Pressure Sensors Innovate LC-2 

Autometer 2258/2259 Low Doller Pressure sensors Wideband WB-1 

Low-Doller Combo Sensors D1846A Daytona O2 Controller 

Autometer 2385 1 Bar GM Style MAP sensors Ballenger O2 Controller 

Autometer 2252 3 Bar GM Style MAP sensors LD Performance Wideband 

Glowshift GS temp sensor SMP PS60T AEM 30-0300 Wideband 

GM 12146312 Autometer 2241 and 2242 Spartan Lambda Controller 

LC5-100 Glowshift 100 PSI Fuel Sensor  

 Glowshift 150 PSI Oil Sensor  

 

Required accessories:  

• Digital pressure sensors require a wiring harness/pigtail. Sometimes they are included, but longer ones are 

available as well.  These are typically available on Ebay under names like “Pressure Transducer Harness – 2m”. 

• Digital Temperature sensors are sold as unthreaded, probe style sensors. You can easily add a compression 

fitting that adds threads available here https://bit.ly/2DHFVfy  or here https://bit.ly/2XB95E2.  The probe 

typically measures 6mm (just under 1/4”), so be sure to order the correct size.  

• High Temp sensors each require a MAX6675 module inserted into the port which connects to the k-type 

thermocouple sensor (see “On Board Modules” appendix).  

  

https://bit.ly/2DHFVfy
https://bit.ly/2XB95E2
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Appendix B: Screw Terminal Chart 
Note that analog sensors use 1 or 2 wires, and digital sensors require 3. Digital sensors need 5v power and ground (-) 

connections, usually red/black wires respectively, connected to any of the 5v and – terminals on the circuit board. The 

third colored (usually yellow or green) digital sensor wire connects to the specified port below.  Single wire analog 

sensors connect directly to the port listed below; 2 wire analog sensors have a second wire that goes to ground (-).  

OneGauge Hub 
Terminal Sensor Type Recommended Use 

Default Sensor Part 
Number 

+   Positive power to OneGauge Hub - 

-   Negative/ground - 

A1 Temperature Coolant Temperature Autometer 2258/2259 

A2 Temperature Oil Temperature Autometer 2258/2259 

A3 Temperature Transmission Temperature Autometer 2258/2259 

A4 Fuel Level Fuel Level - 

A5 Fuel Level Additional Fuel Level (2nd tank) - 

A6 Pressure Oil Pressure (Analog, 1 or 2 wire sensors) SMP PS60T 

B1 Manifold Vacuum MAP (Vacuum/Boost) 3-bar GM Style MAP sensor 

B2 Digital Pressure Fuel Pressure 100 PSI Dig. Press. Sensor 

B3 Digital Pressure Oil Pressure (Digital, 3 wire sensors) 100 PSI Dig. Press. Sensor 

B4 Digital Pressure Additional Digital Pressure (100 PSI) 100 PSI Dig. Press. Sensor 

B5 Digital Pressure Additional Digital Pressure (200 PSI) 200 PSI Dig. Press. Sensor 

B6 Air/Fuel Ratio AFR1 Spartan Lambda Controller 

B7 Air/Fuel Ratio AFR2 Spartan Lambda Controller 

C1 Voltage Input Accessory Voltage - 

C2 Voltage Input Accessory Voltage - 

Input Voltage Voltage Input Battery Voltage/Alternator Charge - 

D1 Digital Temperature Ambient Air Temp DS18B20 

D2 Digital Temperature Intake Air Temp DS18B20 

D3 Digital Temperature Vent/Cab Temp DS18B20 

D4 Digital Temperature Additional Temp 1 DS18B20 

RPM1 Tachometer Input Tachometer - 

I1 Indicator 1 Set as headlight by default  

I2 Indicator 2 Set as fan by default  

I3 Indicator 3 Set as check engine light by default  

I4 Turn Signal – Left   

I5 Turn Signal – Right   - 

VDD 12v+ Power 
Intended for use with Tachometer – do not use 
with other sensors 

- 
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Appendix C: Tachometer Instructions 
IMPORTANT NOTE: It is the user’s responsibility to select the correct tachometer setup for their vehicle and do any 

testing required BEFORE ordering from OneGauge. OneGauge will not provide refunds for improperly selected 

tachometer setups. Warranty only covers defective tachometer modules when ordered from OneGauge. As with all 

OneGauge products, OneGauge is not responsible for any damage or harm to person or vehicle when installing or 

operating a OneGauge product.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

The tachometer is likely our most troublesome sensor. First of all, please don’t expect the tachometer to work right out 

of the box. Due to the huge variety of types of tachometers, there’s not really a one-size-fits-all solution. For many 

customers, it takes a few adjustments to get the signal to work correctly with the OneGauge hub. However, we want to 

help make the process as easy as possible, so the instructions below should help you get a working setup.  

1. What is the source of your tachometer?  

You’ll first need to determine where your tach signal will come from. These differ for gasoline and diesel engines.  

 Gasoline engines:  

• Coil driven tachometer 

• Low-voltage signal from a distributor box (MSD, etc) or the ECU itself (LS engines often include a tach signal 

wire) 

• HEI distributor signal 

• Coil on Plug 

Diesel Engines 

• Stock flywheel, balancer, or other tachometer sensor 

• Alternator terminal connection (often the “W” terminal, if available) 

• Aftermarket alternator tachometer pickup 

• Custom magnetic or optical sensor, often mounted on your flywheel, balancer, or other part that rotates 

predictable with the crankshaft 

 

2. What voltage is your tach signal? 

a. You’ll need to measure the voltage of your signal. This is critical and determines what modules or other 

components you need to ensure that the tach signal does not destroy your OneGauge hub.  

 

3. What is the ratio of your tach signal?  

a. You’ll need to determine how many ‘pulses’ will come through the tach signal to the OneGauge for each 

revolution of the crankshaft.  

i. Most Gasoline engines use predictable ratios; often 3 pulses/rev for a 6 cylinder engine, 4 for an 

8 cylinder, etc. 3 pulses/rev would be a 3:1 ratio, 4 pulses/rev a 4:1 ratio.  

ii. Diesel engines can vary widely. Flywheel or balancer sensors can send hundreds of pulses per 

revolution. An alternator pickup or “W” terminal connection is usually somewhere around 3 

pulses/rev but varies depending on pulley sizes.  
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4. What products do I need for my tachometer?  

a. Gasoline engines:  

i. Coil driven signals, as well as signals from an HEI distributor, work best with the Programmable 

Spark Filter or the Universal Tach Adapter listed below.  

ii. If you have a low voltage tach signal from an MSD or other distributor, or a signal from your 

ECU, you may not need any additional products. Often the tach wire can be plugged straight 

into the OneGauge hub (screw terminal F1) as long as you are certain the voltage will not exceed 

15 volts. However, we cannot test this on every vehicle, so you may need to visit the 

Troubleshooting section below to dial in your tach and remove any noise from the signal.  

b. Diesel Engines 

i. Most diesels, due to the wide variance in ratios, usually require a module to reduce the ratio 

and control the voltage. Stock balancer/flywheel/or other sensors need a way to convert 

hundreds of pulses a revolution to just a few. The Dakota Digital module or the Alternator Tach 

Corrector will both control the voltage of the signal as well as change the ratio.  

ii. Custom magnetic or optical sensors may not require an additional module; please reach out to 

us to confirm so we can check the sensor’s characteristics!  

OneGauge Recommends –  

These are the products that work well with most setups.  

Tach adapters sold by GKGoodCheapParts on Ebay offers four main solutions: the Universal Tach Adapter, the 

Tachometer Corrector, the Programmable Spark Filter, and the COP (Coil on Plug) adapter. Gene, who runs the ebay 

store, is also excellent with his customer support and will be happy to make a recommendation if you reach out to him 

through his ebay store. Most products are around $50 or less.  

• The Programmable Spark Filter is best for many gasoline (not Diesel) coil or HEI applications.  

o https://www.ebay.com/itm/143759832320?hash=item2178c0f500:g:KZEAAOSwvL1fcXcq 

• The Universal tach adapter is an alternative to the Programmable Spark Filter and gives more control over the 

ratio of the signal.  

o https://www.ebay.com/itm/UNIVERSAL-TACH-ADAPTER-CONVERTER-COP-1-2-3-4-5-6-8-10-cyl-to-any-

4-6-8-Tach/141931549970?hash=item210bc79512:g:U60AAOSw8zNeplrQ 

• The Tachometer corrector is best for diesel engines with very high ratios (from a flywheel or balancer sensor) or 

where you need a very specific ratio (alternator “W” pickups”) 

o https://www.ebay.com/itm/UNIVERSAL-SPEEDO-SPEEDOMETER-CORRECTOR-CALIBRATOR-1-5-to-6000-

2-BUTTON-SETUP/143554785386?hash=item216c88306a:g:8KUAAOSwV7ZeqOOA 

• The COP tach adapter for coil-on-plug type setups 

o https://www.ebay.com/itm/COP-DIS-TACH-ADAPTER-convert-COP-or-DIS-pack-ignition-to-any-4-8-cyl-

Tach/142495590237?hash=item212d66275d:g:RQ4AAOSwpPlepmZq 

• Gene also sells various other adapters, including tachometer signal boosters, custom programmed tach 

adapters, Cummins/Fummins adapters for stock diesel sensors, and more. When in doubt- reach out! Contact 

us or Gene to determine what is best for your application.  

 

 

Dakota Digital SGI-BT100 

• The Dakota Digital unit is as close to a one-size-fits-all setup as we can find. It works well for both diesel and 

gasoline setups and allows a variety of calibration and filter options. While it’s more expensive (usually around 

$100), it works for most setups.  

https://www.ebay.com/itm/143759832320?hash=item2178c0f500:g:KZEAAOSwvL1fcXcq
https://www.ebay.com/itm/UNIVERSAL-TACH-ADAPTER-CONVERTER-COP-1-2-3-4-5-6-8-10-cyl-to-any-4-6-8-Tach/141931549970?hash=item210bc79512:g:U60AAOSw8zNeplrQ
https://www.ebay.com/itm/UNIVERSAL-TACH-ADAPTER-CONVERTER-COP-1-2-3-4-5-6-8-10-cyl-to-any-4-6-8-Tach/141931549970?hash=item210bc79512:g:U60AAOSw8zNeplrQ
https://www.ebay.com/itm/UNIVERSAL-SPEEDO-SPEEDOMETER-CORRECTOR-CALIBRATOR-1-5-to-6000-2-BUTTON-SETUP/143554785386?hash=item216c88306a:g:8KUAAOSwV7ZeqOOA
https://www.ebay.com/itm/UNIVERSAL-SPEEDO-SPEEDOMETER-CORRECTOR-CALIBRATOR-1-5-to-6000-2-BUTTON-SETUP/143554785386?hash=item216c88306a:g:8KUAAOSwV7ZeqOOA
https://www.ebay.com/itm/COP-DIS-TACH-ADAPTER-convert-COP-or-DIS-pack-ignition-to-any-4-8-cyl-Tach/142495590237?hash=item212d66275d:g:RQ4AAOSwpPlepmZq
https://www.ebay.com/itm/COP-DIS-TACH-ADAPTER-convert-COP-or-DIS-pack-ignition-to-any-4-8-cyl-Tach/142495590237?hash=item212d66275d:g:RQ4AAOSwpPlepmZq
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o https://www.dakotadigital.com/index.cfm/page/ptype=product/product_id=1192/category_id=287/mo

de=prod/prd1192.htm 

Autometer Diesel Tach Adapter #9111- 

• A good solution to add a tachometer pickup to a diesel engine. These clip to your alternator and provide a signal 

as the alternator spins. They are easy to calibrate as well. The tough part can be hitting the ‘sweet spot’ with the 

location of the sensor on the alternator to get a consistent and clean reading, but I’ve personally had good luck 

testing them. When you purchase one of these units we cannot guarantee you’ll be able to calibrate it 

perfectly; it’s a trial and error system, but as we said, we have had good luck with them. They are listed online 

for around $120 or so.  They do require a 10k ohm pull-up resistor between the 12v terminal on the Hub and the 

F1 tach signal screw terminal.  

o https://www.autometer.com/diesel-tach-adapter.html 

 

ZF Electronics GS100701 Sensor 

• This is a ‘hall effect’ sensor, which means it detects magnets as they spin past the sensor. This type of sensor 

would require a magnet, tooth wheel, or some other magnetic object that rotates close to the sensor so the 

sensor can measure how quickly the magnet rotates. This unit require no additional adapter but does need a 

10k ‘pullup’ resistor between terminal F1 and the 12v power to the sensor.  

• These are DIY type sensors- you have to find a way to mount it on your engine (often nearly they flywheel or 

harmonic balancer). They work well though and are inexpensive (around $30).  

o https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/zf-electronics/GS100701/CH398-ND/280932 

 

For troubleshooting, please first follow the instructions of the product you purchased. Here are some other common 

issues: 

• Start by ensuring that your “Tach Adjust” number is set to 1. You can adjust this setting by navigating to the 

Setup Menu (top left corner of a standard LCD touchscreen) and then by viewing the “Screen Setup” page. This 

number allows you to adjust the ratio of the tach signal. If you’re not using a OneGauge LCD Touchscreen this is 

set on 1 by default so no adjustment is necessary, though it can changed by request if needed. The tach adjust 

number is the number that the tachometer signal is divided by, so if you’re getting tach readings that are 2x too 

high or too low by half you can adjust this number.  

o For example, a V8 outputs 4 pulses per revolution. Setting the tach adjust number to ‘4’ would divide 

the signal by 4 and give you the correct reading. 

o If your tach reading is double what it should be, setting the tach adjust number to ‘2’ will divide the 

reading in half. Setting it to ‘.5’ would double the reading.  

 

• Always test for voltage at your tach signal wire. No voltage =  no signal.  

• Check that your tach module, whichever you are using, is getting power. Most need at least 12 volts, and they 

need to share a ground with the OneGauge hub, so I always ground the unit tach adapter through the OneGauge 

hub ground terminals.  

• The Universal Tach Adapter requires about 5 volts for the tach signal, and many tach signals from an ECU or 

MSD style ignition are less than this. If you test your signal voltage and it’s less than 15v, try to bypass the tach 

adapter and use the F1 screw terminal on the OneGauge Hub.  

https://www.dakotadigital.com/index.cfm/page/ptype=product/product_id=1192/category_id=287/mode=prod/prd1192.htm
https://www.dakotadigital.com/index.cfm/page/ptype=product/product_id=1192/category_id=287/mode=prod/prd1192.htm
https://www.autometer.com/diesel-tach-adapter.html
https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/zf-electronics/GS100701/CH398-ND/280932
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• If you’re getting ‘noise’, or random jumps in your tachometer reading or readings when the engine is off, you’ll 

need to try a filtering solution. These involve using basic ‘thru hole’ resistors, which can be purchased online or 

at a local electronics shop like Radio Shack (if you can find one).  

o Both the Universal Tach Adapter and the Dakota Digital adapter include filter options, so try those first.  

o You can put a resistor “in-line” with the wire, which means one end of your tach signal wire would 

attach to one end of the resistor and the other end of the resistor goes into the F1 screw terminal. Try it 

with different resistances (10k ohms, 100k ohms, 200k ohms, etc) and see if helps reduce the noise.  

o You can use a “pullup” resistor, which means the resistor runs from the F1 screw terminal to the 12v 

screw terminal used to power your tach module. This resistor is required for many sensors, such as the 

Autometer Alternator tach adapter. A 10k ohm resistor is usually sufficient.  

• If you plug it in and everything should be working but it isn’t, don’t hesitate to reach out to us at OneGauge. It is 

possible to turn the tachometer on and off by programming, so if you didn’t originally order a tachometer it may 

not be enabled.  
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Appendix D: Standard LCD Layout, Menus, and Options 
For a video demonstration, please see TheOneGauge.com/Themes or the OneGauge Youtube Channel 

Nextion Screens:  

• There are four “buttons” that you can touch to navigate the LCD screens.  

• The bottom left and right corner buttons allow you to cycle through various screen designs.  

• The top left button takes you to the various settings of the LCD screen.  

• The top right button takes you to the relay screen as well as buttons for other various special screens.  

OneGauge Setup Menu:  

• After pressing the top left corner, you will see the primary settings screen.  

o This primary screen allows you to adjust the brightness of the screen as well as access all other settings.  

o The “OBD Sensors” button allows you to see a table of all OBD-II sensors and see which are receiving 

readings. This is helpful in determining which data is being sent by the engine computer.  

o The “OBD Diagnosis” screen allows you see what messages are being sent from the OBD module. It will 

give you indications that is connecting or restarting if there are connection issues, otherwise you’ll see a 

series of numbers and letters like “410C” which is the PID code for the incoming message.  

• The “SETUP MENU” screen takes to you the next settings screen, which contains many options for screens to 

customize your setup.  

o The “TERMINAL” screen allows to change the configuration of the screw terminals. Please note that this 

feature is disabled by default but can be enabled with a code update.  

▪ Select the screw terminal you want to adjust.  

▪ Select the sensor you want assigned to that terminal.  

▪ The digital sensor selection allows you to change the resolution of digital temperature readings. 

Higher resolution leads to more accurate readings but the sensor must be read less often. We 

recommend the standard resolution as this allows the best balance of both. Setting the 

resolution to 0 turns off that sensor. 

o The “SCREEN SETUP” screen has various screen options.  

▪ Use the homepage selection to select the default screen that the system will start with when 

powered on. As you navigate through the various screen options (bottom left and right corners 

of any gauge screen) the page number is listed in the bottom right corner then disappears.  

▪ Hour correction allows for adjustment of the clock hour for different time zones and daylight 

savings time in the USA. “0” uses GMT.  

▪ The tach adjustment number allows for the tachometer to be adjusted based on the ratio of the 

tach signal. Please see the tachometer instructions in this instruction document for more 

information.  

• 1 is the default setting, so it is best to start on this setting and determine if RPMs are 

reading at half or double the expected value; setting tach adjus to 2 will divide the RPM 

reading by 2; setting it to 0.5 will double the RPM reading, and so on.  

o The “RELAY SETUP” screen allows the user to customize how the relays attached to the OneGauge 

system are programmed or triggered by sensor readings.  

▪ Customers who have purchased relays may select the relay number they are wishing to 

program, then use the 'select sensor' button to determine what sensor reading will trigger the 

relay.  

▪ Use the +1, +10, etc. buttons to set the value at which the relay is triggered and turned on.  

▪ Make sure to push the save button to save the settings, otherwise the relay setting may not be 

saved.  
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• For example, if the user wants relay 4 to be triggered when Coolant Temp goes above 

175 degrees, the user selects relay number 4, then Coolant Temp as the sensor, then set 

the value to 175. Above 175 the relay will be 'on', and under 175 it will be off.  

• When a sensor is followed by “High”, the relay is triggered ABOVE the set value. When a 

sensor is followed by “Low”, like oil pressure, the relay is triggered BELOW the set value.  

• Relays may be programmed as momentary (so that they only stay on when the button is 

held), but this is done in the programming of the main unit. Please email us to request a 

code update if you would like some of your relays set as momentary.  

o The “INDICATOR” setup allows the user to set up what indicator lights show up for each indicator inputs. 

These are set up to accept 12-15v signals, which will then illuminate the light as set up in this screen.  

▪ A standard V3 version of the OneGauge hub has 3 indicator inputs, indicators 1, 2, and 3. As an 

option, an additional 8 indicators (up to 11) can be added standard, though more can be added 

for custosm setups.  

▪ After navigating to the indicator screen, select the indicator number for the appropriate screw 

terminal, then select the indicator light you want to illuminate when 12v is detected at that 

terminal.  

▪ For example, if the user wires a check engine light wire to the Indicator 2 screw terminal (see 

the terminal map at the beginning of this document for terminal labels), you would select 

indicator 2 on this screen and select the 'Check Engine' indicator using the 'Indicator Name' 

button.  

▪ Note that most of our standard LCD screens only have 3 indicator lights standard, but more can 

be added using the Nextion software (see our YouTube channel for details).  

o The “DEMO MODE” button turns on a demonstration mode that scrolls through the screens and 

increments the gauges. This is for use when the car is on display, and the button turns on and off this 

mode.  

o The “FITECH SETTINGS” menu allows adjustment of Fitech settings.  

▪ Fitech Comms turns on and off communication with a Fitech product. “1” sets communication to 

automatic (handheld should not be connected), “2” uses the handheld and sets OneGauge to 

“Listen” mode, and 0 turns off Fitech communication.   

▪ Fitech LS changes the setup to communicate with the Ultimate LS version of the Fitech system. 

“1” is for the LS product, “0” is for standard Fitech products.  

o “OTHER OPTIONS” includes a few other settings.  

▪ The VSS option allows the PPM rate for a speedometer input to be adjusted. Different vehicle 

makes and models use different pulse/mile rates.  

▪ The various unit settings allow the user to adjust the units used for sensor readings.  

• Temp Units set to 0 provides readings in Celsius; 1 provides Fahrenheit.  

• Pressure Units set to 0 provides readings in bar; 1 provides PSI.  

• Fuel Units set to 0 provides fuel readings in liters, 1 for US gallons, 2 for UK gallons.  

• Distance Units set to 0 provides readings in kilometers; 1 provides miles.  

▪ The Turn Signal In option changes the input terminals for the turn signals. If your turn signals 

respond slowly or are laggy, move your left turn signal wire to terminal C1 on the Hub and right 

turn to C2. Then on this screen set the “Turn Signal In” option on this screen to 1. Setting it to 0 

uses the standard I4/I5 turn signal inputs.  

o The “FUEL SETUP” screen allows the user to configure multiple fuel level inputs as required. Please see 

the fuel level installation instructions for details on wiring up your fuel sender.  

▪ Select the fuel level input that you need to adjust. FL1 is the primary fuel level reading, FL2 

would be a second tank, and so on.  
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▪ Fuel senders use a specific resistance (ohm) range that is read by the gauge in order to 

determine when the tank is full or empty. To program the OneGauge to read your fuel sender, 

you'll need to find this information (typically available online) or measure the resistance 

between the two wires at both full and empty and enter these numbers on this screen.  

▪ The tank capacity entry is optional and used only for calculating gas mileage on the “Fuel” 

screen.  

o The “THRESHOLDS” screen allows the user to customize the sensor-based warning lights/numbers on all 

screens. When a sensor hits a reading above or below the set threshold the number will turn red to 

indicate a warning for that sensor.  

▪ First, select the sensor or gauge that you want to customize, then use the +1, +10 etc buttons to 

set the threshold value.  

▪ For example, when the threshold is set to 180 for Oil Temp, the oil temperature reading will turn 

red above that value. 

• Note that the values listed are automatically displayed in default units of your system. 

So for customers with temperature gauges in Celsius please use the expected threshold 

in Celsius.  

o The “ACCELEROMETER SETUP” allows the use to customize the accelerometer settings for vehicle roll/till 

or g-force readings.  

▪ The calibration setting sets the current roll/tilt of the vehicle as “0” and levels out the system. 

Do this when the Hub is mounted and you are parked on level ground.  

▪ The Tilt and Roll buttons allow the user to change the axes of the accelerometer to 

accommodate various mounting methods.  

▪ By default, the Y axis is set as vehicle tilt (front/back) and the X axis is used for roll (left/right). 

This assumes that the USB port faces either the front or back of the vehicle. If the hub is 

mounted sideways and the USB port faces either the driver or passenger side, use the opposite 

configuration.  

▪ Negative “-” axes are used to flip the readings. So if the gauge is reading backwards, use the 

opposite setting for the same axis.  

▪ Common configurations:  

• When box is flat on the vehicle floor, USB faces rear: X, Y 

• When box is flat on vehicle floor, USB faces driver's door: Y, -X 

• When box is flat on vehicle floor, USB faces pass door: -Y, X 

• When box is flat on vehicle floor, USB faces front: -X, -Y 

• When box is mounted vertically, USB faces sky: -X, -Z 

• When box is mounted vertically, USB faces ground: X,- Z 

• When box is mounted vertically, USB faces driver: -Y, -Z  

• When box is mounted vertically, USB faces passenger: Y, -Z 

o The “TMPS SETUP” screen is not typically used. If you need assistance with TPMS settings, please reach 

out to us for support.  

o The “TRANSMISSION” page allows for automatic transmission shifter position setup (see Automatic 

Transmission Shifter Position Indicator section above) as well as a current gear reading (see below). 

o The “GEAR CALC” page is used to set up current gear calculation to allow the OneGauge to provide a 

current gear reading. This feature requires the following: 

▪ Accurate speed reading either from GPS or from a VSS Speedometer input. The Upgraded GPS 

option is recommend for best results for this feature.  

▪ Accurate RPM reading from the vehicles ECU or tachometer module. See the tachometer 

instructions for more details.  
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• Correct rear end gear ratio. Most models only used a limited assortment of gear ratios 

for their rear ends, so this is typically available for most makes and models.  

• Correct gear ratios for your transmission. Again, these are typically available on the 

internet. Enter a ratio for each gear, and for any unused gears enter 0.  

• Correct tire diameter. This is the outer diameter for the entire tire, not the wheel or rim.  

o The “SD CARD” menu allows the user to trigger SD Card data logging if that option was purchased. Push 

the On/Off button to turn logging on or off.  

▪ To adjust the frequency that data is logged, change the logging delay. This number is given in 

milliseconds (or thousands of a second). Setting it to 200 would log data about 5x/second. A 

setting of 100 would be 10x/second. Please note that data is logged only after all sensors have 

been read, so slightly more time may pass than what is set for the logging delay.  

▪ Writing to the SD card does take time, so it is recommended to find a good balance between 

writing frequency (a very low logging delay) and reading sensors. We wouldn't recommend a 

writing frequency lower than 50ms (20x/sec).  

o To delete everything from your datalog, push the “CLEAR DATALOG” button. There is no undoing this 

action, and all logging data on the SD card is deleted when this button is pushed.  
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• After pressing the top right corner of any gauge screen you’ll find yourself on the relay screen. This screen shows 

the standard 8 relay buttons that allow you to turn on or off vehicle electronics wired through these relays.  

o The “Race” screens allow you to 0-60, 1/4 mile, and 1/8 mile times. These times automatically reset 

when the GPS detects that the vehicle has stopped moving. A second “Race” screen allows you to view 

lap times. The start/finish lines of various tracks are loaded by default, but you can use the “Custom” 

track and the “Set Start” button to set your own start/finish line. Each time this line is crossed, the lap 

time as saved as the previous lap time and the current lap timer resets to 0. The distance readings 

provide the distance in feet and miles to the start/finish line.  

o The “Fuel” screen allows you to see fuel consumption. For this screen to work properly, the GPS 

speedometer must be installed and you must have fuel level hooked up through your Fuel Level 1 

sensor. This screen will provide a general estimate of your fuel consumption. It keeps track of how many 

miles you’ve driven on a tank and automatically reset when s you fill your tank above 80% after it has 

dropped below 50%. Fuel usage is calculated based on the fuel level percent and the capacity of your 

fuel tank entered in the Fuel setup screen.  
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Appendix E: Designing a Custom Nextion Screen 
Please contact us if you are considering designing your own screen layout or gauge design. We have also added a 

number of videos on Youtube that will help you understand the process of customizing your screen.  

https://youtu.be/9z3PWhAyCQ4 

The “Intelligent” line of screens allows transparency, so the customer can provide the gauge background. OneGauge can 

use a basic needle design, as featured in many of our designs, but if the customer wishes to use a needle image the 

image will need to be rotated for reach degree or frame of rotation for the gauge. If a bar-type gauge or other design is 

used, the customer must provide an image for each change of the gauge- so, for example, if the bar gauge has 10 bar 

slots, 11 images would need to be provided included an image with no bars filled.  

Smaller Nextion screens (all those below 4.3 inches) do not support transparency as of 2021 (though we expect Nextion 

to release smaller screens that support transparency in the future). The customer should still provide the gauge 

background and image of the needle so that OneGauge can rotate the needle and combine the images of the needle and 

gauge background. On these screens, unlike the larger screens, text and numbers cannot be overlaid the gauges unless a 

solid-colored box is placed around the text or number. A background image must also provide blank or solid-colored 

spaces for text and numbers. You can also put together the screen design yourself using the Nextion Editor. There are 

various resources online for how to do this, and we are happy to provide the gauge names so that your design with work 

with standard OneGauge programming. Please reach out to us if you are considering this route.  
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Appendix F: PiDash (TunerStudio) Setup 

Combining a OneGauge setup with a PiDash kit from PiDashs.com allows you to add a huge variety of screen sizes 

and shapes to your OneGauge system. Once you have your PiDash or Raspberry Pi set up and ready to use and 

TunerStudio is installed, follow these instructions to connect it to your OneGauge hub.  

• You will need to purchase a TunerStudio registration and activate this registration on your device 

before you can customize your gauges. Note that TunerStudio will still function with OneGauge without 

registration, but many features will be limited. You can register here for about $60. Please note that use of 

on screen buttons/switches (relays) requires the purchase of the TunerStudio Ultra upgrade, which is 

closer to $120. https://www.efianalytics.com/register/register.jsp?appName=TunerStudioMS 

• First, download the OneGauge TunerStudio .INI setup file to your Raspberry Pi. The most up-to-date file can 

be found here: https://bit.ly/2OVsM7W 

o Save this file to a location you remember on your Pi. You will need to reference it later.  

• Using a standard A to B USB cable (same as a printer cable), connect your OneGauge Hub to your Raspberry 

Pi.  

o This will likely provide enough voltage for the basic OneGauge setup without any additional screens. 

You can also power the OneGauge using the same 12v source as provided to the PiDash system.  

• Open TunerStudio and create a New Project 

• Under 'Firmware' click Other/Browse and navigate to where you saved "OneGauge.ini" and select it as your 

firmware.   

• Connect to "/dev/ttyACMO" 

• Set baud rate to 230400.  

o Do not try to test the connection. It will fail each time but move forward with the setup and if the 

OneGauge does not connect you can troubleshoot the setup later.  

• Once your project has launched, for best results you’ll need to adjust a few settings in the main project 

window.  

o Turn off "Perform Difference Report on Connect" under Options>Preferences.  

o Turn on “Load Last Project on Startup” and “Make Dashboards Full Screen” in the same menu.   

o Leave “Automatically Load and Save Current Tune” on.  

o Make sure both boxes are unchecked in the Options>Preferences>Advanced menu.  

• You can then design your own gauge layout using TunerStudio, which has a ton of options for setting up 

your design. Here are a few good videos that show you how to do it: 

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ru9a3EgJaNg 

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HjwnTELkgso 

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OffS9X7dBFg 

• To create buttons that will trigger your OneGauge relays (if purchased), follow these steps: 

o Under ‘Tools’, click ‘Action Manager’.  

https://bit.ly/2OVsM7W
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ru9a3EgJaNg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HjwnTELkgso
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OffS9X7dBFg
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o Click on ‘User Actions’ at the top.  

o Add a ‘New User Action’. You’ll need to add a new action for each button/relay you have.  

▪ Add a Display name that you want- like ‘Button 1’. 

▪ For Target Action, select ‘Send Controller Command’. 

▪ You can add a description if you want but it’s not required.  

▪ In ‘User Parameters’, you’ll need to select the correct message as listed below. Please make 

sure these are correct, as this determines the message that is sent to the OneGauge and an 

incorrect message will not trigger the relay.  

• Relay 1: “cmdtestinj1on” 

• Relay 2: “cmdtestinj1off” 

• Relay 3: “cmdtestinj150dc” 

• Relay 4: “cmdtestinj2on” 

• Relay 5: “cmdtestinj2off” 

• Relay 6: “cmdtestinj250dc” 

• Relay 7: “cmdtestinj3on” 

• Relay 8: “cmdtestinj3off” 

o Once you have set up an Action for each of the relays, go back to the main window and make sure 

the Dash Designer is on. Right click on any gauge, button, or object and the Display Names for the 

actions you created should be in this list. Select whichever relay you want activated when you touch 

or click on that object.   

o To set up a button that displays the on/off status of each button, us the following Output Channel in 

the properties dialog of each button.  

▪ Relay1: Ind8 

▪ Relay2: Ind9 

▪ Relay3: Ind10 

▪ Relay4: IgnLoad 
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Appendix G: Hub Code Update 
1. The OneGauge Hub does not to be removed from the vehicle or uninstalled 

to perform this update. However, you will need to gain access to the USB 

port on the underside of the circuit board. On most Hubs a hole has been 

drilled to allow access to a USB cable with the port pictured below. If this is 

not the case, you will need to loosen the screws that protrude through the 

bottom of the plastic Hub case and angle the circuit board up so you can 

plug in a USB cable.  

2. Before plugging the unit into a USB port, any LCD screens attached to the OneGauge hub will need to be 

unplugged. Unplug the LCD screen by disconnecting the wiring from the screen itself (see photo below).  

a. If you have only one LCD screen installed: If you cannot unplug the screen, or access is limited, full 12v 

power from the vehicle must be supplied to the hub and screen during the update. The USB connection 

to the computer cannot adequately power both the screen and the hub, and underpowering the screen 

can permanently destroy it. OneGauge is NOT responsible for screens damaged in this way, so before 

running the update make sure the screen is on and functional if it is not unplugged. 

b. If you have two or more LCD screens 

installed: follow the directions in step 2a 

above, but you also need to disconnect the 

communication wires to in terminals E2 and 

E3 (see the OneGauge Installation Instructions 

for photos of the terminals names) in order to 

run the code update.  

 

3. Download this entire folder, all of its contents, and unzip them on your hard drive.   

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_Aw7rLZbHHVX7Ua1BSy3wpYmdgFlrraN?usp=sharing 

4. Plug in the OneGauge hub into your computer using a standard “AB type” USB cable.  

5. Open “Control Panel” in Windows. You will need to navigate to the device manager- 

you can search for it, click “Hardware and Sound” if you’re looking at category view, or 

change your view to “Large Icons” at the top left of the window.  

6. Click on the “Ports (COM & LPT)” drop-down button to expand the view. Now you’ll see 

a list of items plugged into your computer. One of these should say “Arduino Mega 

2560 (COMX)”, with the “X” replaced by a number. You will need take note of this 

number.  

a. As a side note, each time you plug your Hub into the computer the COM number might change so you 

will need to repeat this process if the Hub is unplugged at any point.  

b. On some computers the "Arduino Mega..." name does not appear. If this doesn't happen, look for a 

COM port that is created when you insert the USB cable into the computer and disappears when it is 

removed. This is the COM port you'll need for your update, even if it is not names as described above.  

c. If you have issues with finding a COM port, you may need to refresh the driver associated with the 

OneGauge computer. Find the ArduinoMega2560, it should be listed in the COM or USB devices of your 

Device Manager. Then use the "arduino" file included in the Code Update file. 
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d. For more tips on connecting the Arduino to your computer if you're having issues, please see the 

bottom of this document.   

7. Open the XLoader program downloaded earlier. Open the .hex file supplied by OneGauge in the folder you 

downloaded, select “Mega(ATMEGA2560)” under “Device”, select the COM port as determined in Step 4, and 

set Baud rate to 115200. Click upload.  

a.  

8. After uploading, you will need to check that the unit operates as it should. Reinstall the unit (if uninstalled) and 

take note of any problems you experience and any sensors that do not read as expected. Contact OneGauge 

with any problems.  

 

Troubleshooting connection issues:  

-Make sure you're not plugged into a USB hub, plug directly into the computers' USB port.  

-Try a different USB cable if available.  

-When you plug in the Arduino with the Device Manager open it should refresh and a new device should be listed under 

the COM & LPT dropdown.  

-On Windows 7 (particularly the 64-bit version), you might need to go into the Device Manager and update the drivers 

for the Arduino. Just right click on the device (the board should be connected to your computer), and point Windows at 

the "arduino" file contained in the OneGauge Code Update file.  

Suggestions from the makers of Arduino:  

-On Windows, if the software is slow to start or crashes on launch you may need to disable Bluetooth serial ports or 

other networked COM ports in the Device Manager.  

-Check that you're not running any programs that scan all serial ports, like USB Cellular Wifi Dongle software (e.g. from 

Sprint or Verizon), PDA sync applications, Bluetooth-USB drivers (e.g. BlueSoleil), virtual daemon tools, etc. 

-Make sure you don't have firewall software that blocks access to the serial port (e.g. ZoneAlarm). 

-You may need to quit Processing, PD, vvvv, etc. if you're using them to read data over the USB or serial connection to 

the Arduino board. 
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Appendix H: Waterproofing Your Setup 
 If you’re using your OneGauge setup in a wet environment, such as on a boat or an off-road vehicle that may see 

water, it is a good idea to waterproof all electronic components.  

 First, you’ll want to waterproof the OneGauge hub. We recommend purchasing a waterproof box. Harbor 

Freight sells an appropriately sized waterproof box under their Apache brand, but they are also widely available on 

Amazon or Ebay. Camera storage boxes typically work well. You’ll need about a 5”x8” box with 3” or more of depth. We 

recommend drilling a single hole and using as many waterproof connectors as you have wires. Waterproof Deutsch 

connectors are a good idea for easy connecting and disconnecting the wiring. You will wire one end connectors’ wiring 

to the hub itself, and use the other end to connect each sensor. Just double check your wiring and make sure that each 

wire corresponds to the appropriate terminal.  

 Next, you’ll need to waterproof your screen. The approach to this will vary based on your screen. For tablets and 

phones, waterproof options already exist. For LCD screens, you’ll need to get creative to protect the screen, especially 

the rear, from any exposure to water.  
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Appendix I: Troubleshooting 

ONEGAUGE TROUBLESHOOTING 
Please follow each suggestion in the order it is listed.  

If you are unable to resolve the issue, please contact info@theonegauge.com 

The OneGauge hub keeps disconnecting every few 
seconds from the Torque app. 

 
OR 

 
The setup freezes after running for a few seconds 
and shutting off the power is required to restart it.  

The most common cause of freezing is a loose power 
connection somewhere in the OneGauge circuit. This 
can be a loose connection either at the OneGauge 
screw terminals or at a sensor connector/harness. 
This could also be a loose connection anywhere in 
the circuit that powers the Hub.  
Check all OneGauge wires for loose connections, 
especially the two power wire terminals, and any 
power wires that send 5v or 12v to a sensor or 
tachometer module.  
If the problem persists, you will need to check any 
major electronics in the vehicle for loose 
connections, especially if they are on the same circuit 
as the OneGauge hub.  
 
Electrical interference from the vehicle can also be 
passed into the Hub through the power or sensor 
wiring.  
1. Check all connections at the Hub.  
Here are some suggestions for EMI issues:  
https://newvintageusallc.mybigcommerce.com/emi-
interference-how-to-remedy-it/ 
https://www.efisystempro.com/efi-pro-
hangout/solving-sniper-rfi-problems 
 
2. Add ferrite cores to prevent some electrical 
interference (available on Ebay/Amazon).  
3. Remove the RPM and/or Fuel Flow sensor data 
wires and see if this solves the problem. Add a ferrite 
core to either wire if necessary.  
4. Remove each sensor wire and attempt to 
determine which wire might be causing interference. 
5. Power the OneGauge Hub off of a USB port on a 
laptop and see if the symptoms go away.  Any LCD 
screens should be disconnected if this step is taken.  

All of my sensors names and information in Torque 
are gone and reset to default.  

See the “Important Note” in the Torque setup 
section of this document.  

One or more of my sensors is giving random or 
nonsense readings.  

 

1. Check connections carefully. Erratic sensor 
behavior can be caused by a loose power, ground, or 
signal wire (even if it is not a wire for that sensor).  
2. Check all sensor wires to ensure they are not 
damaged, burned, or broken.  

mailto:info@theonegauge.com
https://newvintageusallc.mybigcommerce.com/emi-interference-how-to-remedy-it/
https://newvintageusallc.mybigcommerce.com/emi-interference-how-to-remedy-it/
https://www.efisystempro.com/efi-pro-hangout/solving-sniper-rfi-problems
https://www.efisystempro.com/efi-pro-hangout/solving-sniper-rfi-problems
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3. Check the sensor for evidence of damage or 
failure.  
 
Seen sensor troubleshooting on the next page for 
sensor specific issues.  

In the Torque app I’m seeing readings for sensors 
that I don’t even have installed.  

This is normal! The Hub reads random electrical 
noise in the air or vehicle if a sensor is not plugged in.  

The main Hub powers on (I see lights) but the LCD 
screen is not powering on at all and remains black.  

Check the LCD’s wiring connection at both the LCD 
side (the plug goes into the left side of the LCD when 
the screen is facing you) and where it connects to the 
OneGauge. Newer OneGauge units have a white plug 
on the back of the Hub, but older OneGauge units 
run wires into the screw terminals. If you have the 
older style wires that run into the screw terminals, 
ensure that the red wire is grounded and your black 
wire is powered by 5v power.  

My LCD screen is only showing 0s or 99’s for all 
sensors or stops updating. 

Check the wiring coming out of the LCD screen into 
the OneGauge hub as well as the LCD screen 
connector. A loose connection will cause erratic 
screen behavior.  
 
Also check the surface of the circuit board for 
damage or burns. Check to make sure there’s no 
stray wires or solder that is making a connection that 
shouldn’t be- none of the pins on the circuit board 
should be soldered or connected directly to any 
other pins or other parts of the board.  

My LCD is flickering or turning off. 

The LCD may not be getting enough voltage, or your 
power supply cannot provide enough amperage to 
power the screen. Ensure that the Hub is powered by 
the + and – terminal, not by USB, and that your 
power source can easily provide 2-3 amps of current 
to the OneGauge hub at 9v or more.   

Nothing is coming on even though the system is 
getting power. No lights on the top of the board 
(your Bluetooth module should blink at the very 

least), it just looks dead. Screens are not powering 
on.  

1. Disconnect the hub. Check the voltage on the 
wires to the Hub and make sure your power and 
ground connections are correct. You need at least 6-
7 volts to power the OneGauge hub.  
2. There’s a large round black or blue circular 
capacitor stick up right in front of the two power 
terminals. Is it getting hot when the hug is powered? 
If so, you have a short to ground somewhere in the 
system. First, check all of your sensor wiring carefully 
and make sure there are no direct connections from 
5v or 12v power to ground. Second, look carefully at 
the circuit board, top and bottom, to make sure 
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there are no burned spots. Check the Arduino for 
burns as well that might indicate a short.  

My OneGauge dash turns off or disconnects from my 
phone/tablet when I start my vehicle.  

Many vehicles see a voltage drop that causes the 
OneGauge to power off during engine cranking. To fix 
this, the most directly solution is to find a ‘hot on 
cranking’ wire that provides a full 12 volts even when 
the engine is being cranked.  
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Sensor Troubleshooting 

Sensor: Problem: Recommended Solutions: 

Analog 
Temperature or 
Pressure sensors 
(one wire sensors) 

Incorrect reading 
displayed, reading stays 
steady (not jumping 
randomly) 

Check all wire connections. Analog sensors ground 
through the threads of the sensors, so remove any 
thread tape or anything else that may prevent solid 
grounding.  
 
If you are still having trouble, please contact us and let us 
know which sensor you are having trouble with and what 
screw terminal it is attached to.  

Digital Pressure 
Sensors 

No readings or 
incorrect/random 
readings 

There are three things to check with digital pressure 
sensors.  
1. Check all connections to make sure all wiring is tight 
and terminals are making good contact with the wires.  
2. Is the sensor reading 0 when no pressure is applied 
(OneGauge setup is on but engine is off)? If the reading is 
varying randomly, then there is likely a connection issue.  
3. If you unplug the sensor from the wiring pigtail (the 
portion of the wiring that clicks into the sensor itself), do 
the readings start varying randomly? If this is the case 
and you get steady 0 readings when no pressure is 
applied, your wiring is likely good, as well as the 
screen/programming, but the sensor may have failed.  
 
A failed sensor will usually display a single reading (0 or 
possibly another number) that does not change even 
when pressure is applied. A sure-fire way to test a sensor 
is to use an air compressor and apply a small amount of 
pressure to the sensor and check voltage on the Green 
wire to see if fluctuates as you change the pressure.   
 
In the event you are still having trouble, please reach out 
to OneGauge and include the PSI rating for the sensor 
you are using and which screw terminal it is attached to.  

Tachometer No readings or incorrect 
readings 

Please read our ‘Tachometer Setup and Troubleshooting’ 
document located on TheOneGauge.com/FAQs 

Fuel Level Incorrect readings When nothing is connected to the fuel level terminal, 
usually the fuel level will read 0%. Check all connections 
at the tank, including grounds. Follow the directions in 
Section 1, “Analog Inputs (A1-A6)” which detail how to 
install the fuel level wire.  
 
Ensure that, if you have purchased a standard OneGauge 
LCD screen, you use the Fuel Setup menu to enter the 
ohms of your sender at full and empty. If you did not 
purchase a OneGauge LCD screen then please reach out 
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to OneGauge and provide your empty and full ohms of 
resistance so they can be programmed through a 
firmware update.  

Oxygen Sensors No reading or incorrect 
reading 

Please first follow the instructions of the oxygen sensor 
controller you purchased. Many require specific 
installation and calibration procedures, and they often 
have troubleshooting procedures of their own.  
 
If you are getting incorrect readings after following these 
instructions, please reach out to us to ensure your 
OneGauge hub is programmed for the sensor you are 
using.  

Digital 
Temperature 
Sensors 

Incorrect readings Digital temp sensor will give the following unchanging 
readings if there is an issue- 
0 or 32 degrees– Sensor is not detected, make sure you 
are using the correct screw terminal for the yellow wire 
85 or 185- Bad connection 
-127 – Bad Connection 

High Temperature 
Sensors 

Readings are reversed If your temperature decreases when it should increase, 
your thermocouple wires are reversed. Switch the 
positive and negative wires and it should work fine.  

Sensor reads 0 or 32 and 
doesn’t change 

First, high temperature sensor (k-type thermocouple) 
wiring cannot be extended with standard wire. A special 
wire for extending the wires for these sensors is 
required. 
Check your connection to your sensor. Ensure that the 
module is plugged into the correct port on the OneGauge 
Hub.  
Any high temp sensor that is plugged in and working will 
show in the Torque app. However, LCD screens usually 
only display readings from the sensor installed in the #1 
port.  
Another way to reset the module is while the OneGauge 
setup is on, remove the module that is connected the 
sensor then reinstall it.  

GPS Speedometer No speedometer reading Ensure the GPS antenna is placed on the exterior of the 
car or has a view of ‘open sky’. Attaching it to a magnetic 
surface also can help. The GPS may take about 30 
seconds to initially connect, especially if has moved 
without being connected or it is connecting for the first 
time.  
To check the connection status of the GPS, there is a light 
on the module (usually green). When not connected, the 
light is constantly on. When connected, it will flash on 
and off once per second.  

Accelerometer 
(vehicle roll/tilt) 

Roll/tilt readings are 
reversed 

Correct roll/tilt readings depend on the orientation of the 
hub when mounted. You should have received 
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installation instructions that indicated the orientation of 
installation.  
If this need to be changed, please notify us and we can 
correct the readings with a code update.  
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Appendix J: Legacy OneGauge screw terminal diagrams/labels 
 

 

 

 

 

  
Note that all screw 

terminal assignments 

are the same as listed 

at the beginning of this 

document. A few notes 

for these versions: 

 

-F1 is the Tachometer 

input 

-TX3 is Screen 1 Green 

-RX3 is Screen 1 Blue 

-E1 is second tach input 

-E2 is Screen 2 Blue 

-E3 is Screen 2 Green 

-F2 is turn signal left 

-F3 is turn signal right 
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Smaller versions of our circuit board are available by request starting in 2021. These setups have a few less screw 

terminals (notably B5 and B6 are missing, D3-D6 are missing, and only 2 of the 8 Hi-Temperature sensor connections 

available that are present on the full-size board).  

Please note that in the photo below terminals A1 and A2 do not have terminals in place but two green screw terminals 

are standard.  

 

 

 

RPM2 

SCREEN 2 – BLUE 

SCREEN 2 - GREEN 


